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This presentation will focus on the beginning 
clarinet player through high school with 
common problems including embouchure, air, 
articulation, and hand position.  Everyone is 
encouraged to bring your horn along and we 
will end with a Q & A session. Part of the 
discussion will be the advantage  of Service 
Learning being integrated into the Beginning 
Woodwind Class. 

 



EMBOUCHURE 

Firm lower lip – as saying “ewe” – chin is pointed or flat 

Corners firm 

“Click” to make sure top teeth are on mouthpiece 

“Beaver teeth” – tuck the upper lip 

(this will help with the focus and eliminate a loose upper 
lip) 

I use catch phrases that the student will remember. This 
helps the younger student. 

Have a mirror for the beginning student to reference. 

 



EMBOUCHURE AND POSTURE 

 
Head up  

Feet flat on the floor 

Bell of clarinet even with knees. 

Chin flat, corners firm 

A loose embouchure can cause squeaks as well as 

flatness. You can do a quick check by touching the 

barrel of the clarinet while the student is playing. The 

student will react by making a firmer grip on the 

mouthpiece. You may also try having the student push 

up with the RH Thumb. 

 



TROUBLESHOOTING –BREATHING 

 

Relaxing when you breathe is essential.  Make 

sure the tongue is down while inhaling. 

(Simulate yawning) If the tongue is up it will 

create resistance while you are breathing in. 

Deep breathing, with expansion in the lower 

back, is the correct way to breathe.  

 



BREATHING EXERCISES  



EXERCISE: 

 Have the student bend over while seated.  Place their 

hand in the small of their back and inhale through the 

mouth.  The student should feel their hand expand 

with the breath.  Keeping the hand in the lower back 

area return to a normal sitting position and repeat this 

process.  Filling out or getting “fat” with air rather than 

“tall” with air works well for an analogy.  

   “Saying  HOW  on Inhale and DO on Exhale” will help 

with a continuous motion”  (Mickey Smith) 

 



EXERCISE: 

Take the clarinet barrel and place it in your mouth 

allowing the teeth to support it.  Take a breath.  When 

you do this for the first time you realize it is different 

from the way you prepare to play your clarinet. The 

barrel helps provide a kind of freedom.  You can also 

get a tube 1 inch in diameter by 3 or 4 inches long.  

Work with this for inhaling with freedom, then replace 

the tube with the mouthpiece and exhale with the 

same kind of freedom.  (Larry Bloom) 

 



AIR SPEED 

Once you are comfortable with the deep 
breathing the next step is the air speed. Tom 
Ridenour uses two analogies:  “Toothpaste 
Tube” and “Aerosol Can”.  

 Toothpaste Air:  Slow, broad, and warm air 
stream.  

 Aerosol Air:  Fast, small and cold air stream 
(best suited for clarinet playing) 

 



BREATHING EXERCISE: 

 While seated, extend legs out and 

place them on a trash can, 

upturned case, or just hold them 

up.  While doing this practice 

scales, long tones and listen for any 

changes that occur in your tone.   





AIR PRODUCTION VISUAL EXERCISE 

  You will need: plastic bag, plastic glove 

and a rubber band. 

 

Place the bag/glove and rubber band 

around the bell.  Play low E and see how 

quickly the bag will fill up.   

 
 



TROUBLESHOOTING---ARTICULATION 

 

Good articulation requires:  Solid fundamental tone, 

embouchure, air production.  

 Use the mouthpiece and barrel for practice. 

Articulation should be taught when a solid fundamental 

tone, embouchure and air speed have been 

accomplished.  If any of these elements are lacking 

then correct articulation will be difficult to achieve.  

 



STARTING WITH MOUTHPIECE AND BARREL  



TONGUE PLACEMENT: 

Contacting the tip of the reed with the tongue should be 

done as lightly as possible.  If the tongue is not 

touching the reed you may hear a thud at the 

beginning of the tone. The student might be anchor 

tonguing.  If you are not sure the following exercise will 

help.  

 



ARTICULATION VISUAL: 

You will need:  

a water based marker. (Crayola dark color works best) 

Small mirror  

 

Place a mark on the student’s tongue and have them touch 
the reed.  Remove and look on the reed to see where 
contact was made. 

  The other way is to mark the tip of the reed and have the 
student touch the tip of the reed a couple of times.  Stick 
tongue out and see where contact was made.   

 



SYLLABLES FOR ARTICULATION 

I use the “tee” or “he” syllable while 

articulating.   This keeps the tongue 

up and forward.  Speed will be 

developed over time.  Use of a 

metronome is essential.  There are 

no shortcuts to slow and steady 

practice. 

 



ARTICULATION EXERCISE: 

Using mouthpiece and barrel: Start 
tonguing on a single note using a 
quarter note pattern and increasing to 
8th, then 16th with the metronome.  Be 
sure and take breaks as you begin this 
process.  The tongue is a muscle and 
will need to be developed.  

 



FORMING THE PERFECT HAND POSITION 

Have the students drop their arms to the side 

and shake them out. 

The students can either form a letter C with each 

hand or imagine eating a “Cheeseburger”.  We 

call this cheeseburger hands. (Mickey Smith)   

Curved hands are best making sure the pad of 

the finger is used to cover the holes. 



RIGHT HAND 

The main point of support for the clarinet is the RH 

thumb.  Many options are available to help the 

student achieve proper support: 

Neckstrap 

Wider thumb rest 

Thumb cushions 

 Important to have the thumb support at the cuticle and 

not the knuckle!! 



LEFT HAND POSITION! 

The LH thumb sits at a 1:00 

position while covering the 

thumb hole. 

LH index finger must roll to the 

“A”key 



SERVICE LEARNING AND THE BEGINNING WOODWIND CLASS 



OBJECTIVES! 

 Service objectives include: 

♦Assistance for Director 

♦Small group sessions 

♦Mentors to Middle School 

students 

♦One-on-one instruction  

Learning objectives include: 

♦Real lab experience 

♦ Small group experience  

♦Collaboration 

♦Gaining proficiency in 

beginning Woodwind 

methods 



SMALL GROUP  

 



BENEFITS OF SERVICE LEARNING: 

Service-Learning brings an entirely new outlook to a beginning Woodwind/Band class. 

  

In addition to receiving basic instruction in woodwind fundaments, the University student  

  

is on-site participating in the beginning band class.  The Middle school student benefits  

  

from the one-on-one mentoring by the University education students and the University  

  

education students benefit from real lab experience.  In theory, a perfect educational  

  

opportunity for both. 



FOOD FOR THOUGHT! 

If your school is located near a College/University I encourage you to 

seek out a Service Learning opportunity. 

 

Your students will benefit and the University students will benefit 

from the guidance of an experienced band professional. 

 

Thank you and may we always continue to find new 

ways to educate our students at all levels of 

education. 

 

 



CONTACT INFORMATION: 

Jan Scott 

McNeese State University 

jscott@mcneese.edu 

337-475-5025 

mailto:jscott@mcneese.edu

